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PURE PROTEINS OF MILK
VS. CRUDE CASEIN
THE

difficult

PURE PROTEINS of milk are so
and expensive to prepare, that only too often the crude products are inadvisedly used in researches of importance.
One "crude essential element" of the diet may invalidate all other good features of a costly investigation,
thereby disqualifying the deduction of the author.
In recent journals such papers have appeared.
"Crude Casein" of the usual industrial type represents
simply an acid- or rennet curd and is purely "Glorified
Pot Cheese," containing unknown products of milk-in
unknown amounts.

FOR RESEARCHES-OF PRECISION

"CasteilbnHarris"and

years of study in the Protein Laboratory of
Osborne & Mendel (Yale Univ. & Conn. Expt. Sta.), we
have learned how to prepare these two proteins in state
of highest molecular purity.
Each protein contains highest nitrogen content, lowest
mineral ash, freedom from each other and other substances of cow's milk.
They are made directly from fresh skim milk, which is the
only possible way to prepare them in high purity.
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have been prepared

Assayed upon growing white rats.
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AVERAGE ANALYSIS
Moisture ... 10.73
Ash ...
.59
Calcium ...
trace
Nitrogen ... 13.66

Free from all vitamins.

OF CASEIN-HARRIS
Casein (N x 6.38).. 87.09
.20
Ether-soluble
........

Nitrogen;

water,fat,ash-free 15.44

(cf.-Osborne & Harris, Jr. Am. Chem. Soc., 25-IV, 346)
Also

Also

Purest powdered Medicinal Yeast
standardized for Vitamines "B"
F & G) and Concentrates from

Vitamine factors, pure food
mixes, deficient foods, salt mix
and methods for vitamine assays

this yeast.

upon the Norwegian white rat.
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McGRAW-HILL brings to your attention
A textbook on fundamentals for:undergraduate engineers,
chemists, pre-medical students
and general- arts and science students
-- New Second Edition --

RIOLOGY
BACTE
By Stanley Thomas
Professor of Bacteriology, Lehigh University
TEIE essential viewpoint of this book is that bac-

Second Edition
301 pages
6x9
illustrated

$3.00

teria are living things and should be studied as
such. At the same time they are of enormous
practical importance to human economy. It is in the
presentation of these two lines of thought that the
book differs from other textbooks on bacteriology. In
Thomas's BACTERIOLOGY, bacteriology as a
"pure science" is presented in the first part and then
in discussing the applied bacteriology of water, sewage, soil disease, etc., the practical phases of the
science are built upon the foundation of biological
knowledge.
This revision brings all of the material up to date.
Most of the sections have been entirely rewritten. A
chapter giving additional material on the morphology
and physiology of bacteria has been included. . The
changes which have been made have been suggested
by actual classroom experience with the first edition
which was widely adopted.

Also Just Published
LABORATORY MANUAL IN BACTERIOLOGY
This manual presents about thirty experiments all of whieh
should be carried through in consecutive order. At the beginning of each exercise all of the materials, media and cultures needed are listed.

Send for a copy on approval -

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue

-

New York.
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The Review of Scientific Instruments
Published monthly by the Optical Society of
America in co-operation with the Scientific Apparatus Makers of America
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INTERNATIONAL REVIEW DEVOTED to the
HISTORY of SCIENCE and CIV UZATION
Quarterly Organ of the History of Science Society
1gdited by GEORGE SARTON, D.Sc.
Harvard Library 185,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U. 8. A.

Contents for July, 1930
The Application of X-rays to the Study of
Metals.
Bismuth Black and Its Application.
An Apparatus for Studying the Nature of

Magnetism.
Instruments for Testing and Adjusting
Optical Systems.
An Apparatus for the Demonstration of
the Raman Effect in Liquids.

I

Subscription $4.00 per year
(With JOuRNAL OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY
OF AMERICA, $5.00 per year)
F. K RICHTMER., anager
Rockefeller Hall. Ithaca, N. Y.
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"ISIS" is the most important journal of its
kind published anywhere in the world. It contains
original papers, chiefly in English, subsidiarily in
French, German, Italian, Latin; shorter articles;
and an abundant bibliography. Much attention is
paid to Oriental science and civilization.
A new feature is the inclusion of addenda and
errata to Sarton's "Introduction to the History of
Science," Vol. I. From Homer to Omar Khayy§m
(1927). Thus the readers of "ISIS" can easily
keep their knowledge on the subject up-to-date.
The price of each volume is $6.
Members of the History of Science Society receive free of charge every number published within
the year, at least one volume. In the year 1927
they received two volumes (1110 pages, 28 plates),
including 27 papers, 73 shorter items, and 2828
bibliographical notes.
Annual dues, $5
SECRETARY: F. E. BRASCH
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
Specimen numbers may be obtained, as long as the
supply lasts, from the Secretary
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